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tlie Revista Mensual Climatologica, and the Revista Cientifica

Mexicana, and tlie Ministerio de Fomento, Mexico.

An obituary notice of tlie late Wm.E. DuBois, was, by ap-

pointment, read by Mr. Robert Patterson.*

Dr. Brinton explained to the Society the substance of his

paper on the Gods in the Kiche Myth, the Popol Vuh.

Mr. Lesley read Dr. Newberry's paper on the Origin of the

Lake Basins, and then remarked on the relation of Dr. New-
berry's claims to Prof. Spencer's discoveries and views.f

Mr. Lesley gave a short sketch of the history and progress

of the excavations at Assos during the last few months, under

the auspices of the Boston Archaeological Society, as he

obtained it in conversations with Prof. W. R. Ware of Colum-

bia College.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers and

members in Council were read, and the consideration of the

resolution therein was postponed for the next meeting.

Certain valuable manuscripts were ordered, on motion of

Dr. Brinton, to be placed by the Library Committee in the

custody of the Fidelity for safe keeping.

Pending nomination No. 935, and new nominations JSTos.

946 to 950 were read, and the meeting was adjourned.

Photodynamic Notes, IV. By Pliny Earle Chase, LL.D.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, Noveniber 4, 1881.)

91. Photodynamic Determination of Sun's Mass and Distance.

In Notes 5 and 23, I estimated Sun's mass both from projectile and from

simple oscillatory considerations. In the former note I deduced the dis-

tance from an assumed solar density, instead of taking the ratio of varia-

bility d^ OC mf^. My conviction of the importance of Fourier's theorem

has been strengthened by further study, and I accordingly give, in the

present note, the coordinate photodynamic elements which may be simply

deduced from it.

If we regard the luminiferous aether as a nebulous elastic atmosphere,

and the solar system as a partially condensed nebula, the nebula is not

homogeneous. It contains, in addition to various subordinate and com-

* This paper will be printed in Vol. xx. No, 111.

fDr. Newberry's paper will be printed in Vol. xx, No. 111.
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paratively unimportant nuclei, two principal and controlling nuclei of

nearly equal density, viz. : Sun, at the principal centre of nucleation, and

Jupiter at the mean nebular centre between Uranus at apojove, and Nep-

tune at perijove.

The actions and reactions between these controlling nuclei have produced

an intermediate maximum condensation in the belt of dense planets, with

a principal mass. Earth, near the centre of the belt. The solar radiations

are propagated with the velocity of light, v^ If we designate Earth's mass

by m^, the actions and reactions of photodynamic ms viva at the centre of

density, m.^ v^, produce gravitating tendencies towards the linear centre of

gravity (^), the centre of linear oscillation (|), and the centre of conical

oscillation (I), ^which vary as the fourth power* of the tendencies to or-

bital velocity. These tendencies are all satisfied by a reacting mass, m^ =
(j X I X 4)* ^"-o

=
3 stVtb' of Sun's mass. The photodynamic character

of the oscillatory vis viva at the centre of condensation is shown by the fol-

lowing proportions

:

(1)
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92. Latent Heat of Steam.

The maintenance of the primitive velocity of undulation is exemplifled

in the relation between the projectile energy of evaporation and the energy
t: g r

of solar rotation. The equatorial velocity of solar rotation is
—̂—

. The

mean rotating velocity of the locus of the centre of gravity of Sun and

Jupiter is, therefore, v^ = - " °
°

. The centre of gravity itself does not

rotate, but its action produces sethereal photodynamic undulations, which
are propagated with the velocity « , which is equivalent to the projectile ve-

locity of evaporation, v^
;

V = 11 .

P 8

This equation is so important that it may be well to give the calculation

in full :

m„ -- ms = (2 X 3 X 4)* =: 331776 5.5208450

1 year = 31558149 seconds = t^ 7.4991115

= 2 TT \-^^^^:-^-~'~- ^ 5073. 6 seconds 3. 7053158
= 3962 .8 miles

(73 = 32.088l"eetr'

-pz-= n„~r.=i'±^-\ =23414.2 4.3694788

p^=vr^ = 92,785,700 miles 7.9674810

v^ =v^—ps-r- 497.827 = 186381.4 miles 5.2704025

p^ = 1.015866 .0068364

_p„ =^3* = 1.06499 .0273455

p.^ = ijpjn, ^ m-J r„ = 1.06499 X 1047.879 r, = 1115.98 r„ 3.0476566

n = ^5 ^5.202796r„ = 214.496 2.3314197

r^ = p^^n = 432574.9 miles 5.6360613

Vg^^ = 2 -7t^ r^~ti = 270.557 miles 3.4322592

.' .V =tzv = 1.31405 miles .1186113
p s

From this equation the latent heat of steam, (), can be readily found, by

the equations

^ = VWJh
7^

^ —1389.6

Solving these equations we get

h = 142.064 miles = 750098 feet 5.8751178

(9^ 5390.794 C 2.7322280

The following values of d have been deduced experimentally :

Favre and Silbermann 535°. 77
Andrews 535°. 90
Kegnault 536°. 67
Tyndall 537°. 20
Despretz 540°. 00
Dulong 5430.00
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93. Internal Energy of Ice.

According to the kinetic theory of gases, the internal movements of the

particles of steam are rectilinear, representing a total vis «ica of projection,

against the uniform resistance of gravity, of about | X 1389.6 d feet =
189.43 miles. While the steam is condensed in the form of water or ice,

the internal energies tend to maintain a spherical figure. The resultant

oscillations (Note 23), can therefore be represented by a conical pendu-

lum of \ the height of total projection, or ^ of the projectile vis viva of

evaporation. This gives, for the virtual fall from incipient ebullition to

total congelation, A^ = i A == 47.355 miles == 250033 feet ; and for the

heat of sphericity ^j = a
<? =^ 179^.931 C. Deducting 100^ for the expan-

sion from the freezing to the boiling point, we have 79^.931 for the "latent

heat " of ice, or the heat which is required to overcome its internal energy.

The following values have been deduced experimentally :

Desains and De la Provostaye 79°. 25

Black
'

790.44

Person SO^.OO

Hess 800.34

94. Photodynandc Moment of Inertia.

Much of the difficulty which has been encountered in trying to recon-

cile the nebular hj-pothesis with actual planetary arrangements, has arisen

from overlooking the difference between nucleal retardation and free

orbital revolution. Herschel's doctrine of "subsidence" removes this

difficulty, and an examination of the primitive planetary belt, before any

of its successive divisions into asteroidal and intra-asteroidal belts, two-

planet belts, and single-planet belts, shows the photodynamic influence

in a very striking manner. The limit of photodynamic nucleal rotation is

in the asteroidal belt ; the photodynamic limit of "subsidence " rotation is

at the solar modulus of light. I have often shown* that Saturn represents

the photodynamic centre of inertial moment ; in the division of inertia

among the several belts, provision has been made for the change of

linear into synchronous conical oscillations (4:1); for the change of
3

synchronous into orbital oscillations {t oz P) ; for the ratio of nebular

radii to radii of subsidence-collision (f) ; and for the relative variability

of centripetal and orbital tendencies, {g cc i\^). Hence we find

4^ X (!)* X i/o : «?6 : : n : v.

Substituting the values of Y^ and v^ (Note 92) we get

1/^ = 3502.2 Wig.

Bessel's estimate was 3501.6.

95. Photodynamic Centres of Gravity.

An interesting approximation is shown by the ratio

33 X 5 X i^o : ^h : : K : «3-

* Note 12 ; ante, xviii, 431 ; et al.
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The ratio of the foregoing note may be expressed as follows :

Combining these ratios we get

3 tUx^ = 10 mg.

The repetition of the pendulum-ratio, and the simplicity of the har-

monic factors make these ratios so suggestive that they seem worthy of

further study.

96. Universal Energy of Light.

It may be well to state the principal facts which are embodied in notes

90-95, in such a way as to show more clearly the simplicity of the rela-

tions of the several physical velocities to the velocity of solar radiation.

1.

3. —= i/iC

3. —

m,., t
X V

«A ® = «o' X

5.
«s

= «p (Note 92)

6- y^ = Qo to-

In these equations, w^ = velocity of equatorial rotation which Sun would

have if it were expanded to the locus of a particle which revolves with the cir-

cular-orbital velocity «„ ; by the law of conservation of areas v^ varies in-

versely as radius, while -y^ varies inversely as the square root of radius ;

•»3 = Earth's orbital velocity.

If we assume M„ = 328470^3, we find 7i„ = 92476500 miles ; i\ —
185760 miles ; v. = 18.412 miles; u^ —2986 ft.; v^= 6916.2 ft. The

following table shows the accordance between theoretical and observed

values :
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sumed that they have affected different elements in different ways and to

diflerent degrees. I still think that the true value of M^ is about one per

cent, greater, and the value of /^^ about J of one percent, greater than here

given.

"Weber and Kohlrausch demonstrated the importance of photic velocity

in electromotive energy, by measuring quantity of electricity ; Thomson
and Maxwell, by measuring electromotive force ; Ayrton and Perry,

by measuring electrostatic capacity.

97. Maximum Density of Water.

^ If we let u^ represent the potential velocity of water at its greatest den-

sity, we find that the greatest known velocity of sethereal wave-propaga-

tion : the greatest known gravitating velocity : : the corresponding circu-

lar-orbital velocity : the potential velocity of water at its greatest density.

Vj^ : ®„ t/2 : : «„ : % (1)

Let = 100^ C. —water-temperature of maximum density
; p^ =

Earth's semi-axis major = nr^ ; r,, = Sun's semi-diameter. Then

«^ =^3-4-497.827 (2)

v„ z= n^ y<. 2 t: ps -^ 1 year in seconds (3)

Ui=V2gh = V2gdX 1389.6 h- 5280 (4)

If we substitute (2), (3) and (4) in (1), and adopt the British Nautical

Almanac estimate, n = 214.45, the most satisfactory experimental determi-

nations of give the following results :

Authorities.
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preciable portions of luminiferous setlier. Professor S. P. Thompson, in the

Philosophical Magazine for July, 1881,* makes the following noteworthy-

suggestion :

" Matter has dimensions [M], Energy [ML^T^^], and Electricity Lm^

L^ T-^J. The latter value is obtained from a consideration of the Law of

Coulomb, that QX Q ^ L^ = force = [ML T-^] ; whence

Q= [(ML3T-2)i].

But the dimensions of self-attractive matter may be similarly considered

by Newton's Law that —M.M -^ L^ —force = [M L T-^], whence
M=:[-L3T-2].

And if this value be put in place of M in the dimensions of Q above,

we get Q= ry —1 (L^ T-^)! a quantity whose dimensions differ only from

those of Min being prefixed by the imaginary quantity j/ —1. This seems

to indicate an important relation.
"

99. Change of State.

In the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1881, Professor J. H. Poynting

discusses "Change of State ; Solid-Liquid." He shows that it follows

from his "mode of regarding the subject, that, if in any way the ice can

be subjected to pressure while the water in contact with it is not so sub-

jected, then the lowering of the melting point per atmosphere is about 11^

times as gi'cat as when both are compressed" (p. 34). In Hei'schel's

hypothesis of nebular " subsidence " a similar action is implied, the nebu-

lous or sethereal atmosphere corresponding to the uncompressed water,

and the subsiding particles, under the gravitating pressure, corresponding

to the compressed ice. In a former study of potential energy (Proc. Soc.

Phil. Amer., xvii, 98), I showed that, under such circumstances, "the in-

crease of radial velocity would be sufficient to produce orbital velocity in

the periphery of a stationary nebula, when i/n = |/2 (]/n-l), and n =
2

^ = 11.656854." The important bearing of this relation upon plane-

tary positions was also shown at the same time.

100. Earth's Photodynamic Condensation.

JjQt ts = time in which solar superficial gravitation would communicate

the velocity of light, or time of solar half-rotation
; ^ = Jupiter's orbital

time ; r^ = Earth's semi-diameter ; r^ = 338.2183 r^ = Earth's synchro-

nous radius, or distance at which a particle would revolve about Earth,

synchronously with Earth's revolution about Sun,

Then r, : r.^ : : t^ : t^.

This gives 12.81 days for tj^, or 25.62 days for Sun's rotation, which is J

*Foot-note page 17.
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of one per cent, greater than Laplace's estimate and than the mean value

which is indicated by other photodynamic considerations.

101. Earth's Rigidity.

Sir William Thomson concluded, from investigations of tidal action and

equinoctial precession, that "the earth as a whole is much more rigid than

any of the rocks that constitute its upper crust," and that the mean tidal

effective rigidity must be greater than that of glass. The inconsistency

of this hypothesis with the belief of the internal fluidity of the earth led

many to question it. Gen. J. G. Barnard (Smithsonian Contributions,

240) applied the principles of the gyroscope to the explanation of preces-

sion, and endeavored to show that no increase in the rate of precession

arises from fluidity. Thomson subsequently modified his views (Brit.

Assoc. Kep., 1876) in accordance with his theory of vortex-atoms, by
considerations based on the quasi-rigidity introduced into a liquid by vor-

tex motion. The stress of the sethereal waves must have an important in-

fluence both upon the gyroscopic and upon the vortical tendencies, and

the rapidity with which they are propagated may perhaps furnish the sub-

stitute for the inconceivable rigidity which seemed to be required in the

first discussion of the problem.

103. Sun's Internal Temperature.

In Note 58, I gave two photodynamic estimates of solar temperature,

the second being 3.07 per cent, greater than the first. The second esti-

mate was based on the hypothesis that the whole mass of the Sun is either

fluid or gaseous, so that ever}^ particle is continually yielding to tendencies

toward Sun's centre, toward the centre of gravity of the solar system and

toward the immediate centre of gravity. If the whole mass could be

collected at Sun's centre, it would revolve about the centre of gravity of

the solar system in less than three hours, but the rotation on the axis

which partially compensates for the tendency to revolution, requires about

25.5 days. The orbital motion of the Sun about the centre of its stellar sys-

tem furnishes a slight additional compensation, but the photodynamic

stress seems to be mainly represented by radial oscillations which are syn-

chronous with the orbital revolution which Sun's centre would have if it

were free. The potential velocity which represents such radial oscillations,

is that which would be acquired by vertical fall through half of the diam-

eter, or perihelion parabolic velocity.

103. Earth's Internal Temperature.

The small mass of Earth interposes little opposition to orbital tenden-

cies, and its greatest velocity of axial rotation is only about g^^ as great as

its solar orbital velocity. If Earth's whole mass was homogeneous, gravity

within its mass would vary as distance from centre, and the mean tendency

to orbital velocity, in reaction against the stress of sethereal undulations,

would be represented by a virtual fall through \ of radius, or 990.7 miles.
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This represents a thermal energy of 990.7 X 5380 -v- 1389.6 = 3764.32 cal-

ories, which would be communicated by a temperature of 3764°. 32 C, or

6775^.78 F. The temperature of melting rock is estimated by Sir William

Thomson (Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, i, App. D., p. 716)

at 7000° F. Notwithstanding the crudeness of this approximation, it

shows that the temperature which represents orbital reactions against

sethereal stress is of the same order of ma'gnitude as that of melted rock,

thus corroborating other evidence of the probable fluid condition of the

greater portion of our globe.

104. Barometrie Strain.

The evidence which I presented in 1863 (Proc. Soc. Phil. Amer., ix,

283-8), of cyclical atmospheric strains resulting from the combined stresses

of pressure, inertia and elasticity, presents an interesting problem for

mathematical analysis. I confined myself to an investigation of mere

numerical results ; in generalizing and extending them, the following

FACTS seem most important :

1. The atmospheric daily variation of solar or terrestrial centripetal in-

ertia is comparatively insignificant.

3. The variation of tangential orbital motion, between noon and mid-

night, is about 3^2 of the mean motion ; the consequent variation in the

moment of inertia is about -^^ of the mean moment.

3. The orbital moment of inertia is more than 4000 times as great as the

equatorial rotary moment.
4. The combined influences of elasticity and orbital moment of inertia

tend to drive the atmospheric particles away from the Earth during the

first and third quarters of the day, and towards the Earth during the sec-

ond and fourth quarters.

5. The sum of the instantaneously varying tendencies reaches a maxi-

mumin the middle of each quartei'.

6. The ratio of the mean equatorial daily variation of the barometer

(above or below its mean altitude), to its mean altitude, corresponds very

closely to the ratio of equatorial daily rotation (34, 895 miles) to the sum of

Earth's synodic daily gravitating reactions against Sun's gravitating ac-

tion (864002 ^ 16.044 ^ 5380 = 23683300 miles).

7. The time of maximum disturbance in each quarter of the day, is de-

layed about an hour after the middle of the quarter at tropical stations.

8. The magnitude of the disturbances in the morning and afternoon is

increased by the atmospheric expansion which is due to solar heat.

9. The magnitude of the disturbances during the night is diminished in

such proportion as to maintain the average quarter-daily change, which is

required by the actions and reactions of elasticity and inertia.

10. The tendency to description of equal areas in equal times, leads ap-

proximately to the proportion, especially within the tropics,

6^ : e^ : -.r : y-^.

In this proportion e represents the daily barometric range ; e^, the annual
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range ; r, the virtual radius of daily inertia, 88400''' ^ -^ 2 ; t^, tlie radius

of annual inertia, Earth's semi-axis major.

105. TU St. Helena Test.

The most extensive and satisfactory intertropical observations that appear

to have been published, are those of Gen. Sabine, at St. Helena, in latitude

15057'S. Ganot'sformula,^ = 32.174(l —.00356COS. 3^), gives ^ = 32.104,

and r = 864002 ^ 16.052 ~ 5280 = 23694600 miles. The mean of five

years' observation gives e = .067 in. ; e^ = .135 in. ; r^ = -^ = 92188400

miles. Tliis differs by less than | of one per cent, from the greatest value

that seems likely to result from the final discussion of the observations of

the last transit of Venus, and by less than ^ of one per cent, from the result

that has been indicated by some of the recent English discussions. The
simplicity of this relation, in the case of our planet, is perhaps due partly

to Earth's position at the centre of condensation in the solar system.

106. Gaseous Diffusion.

Doebereiner, in his researches on spongy platinum, accidentally used a

jar which had a slight crack or fissure. He was surpi'ised to find that the

water of the pneumatic trough rose into the jar two and two-third inches

in twentj'-four hoars, although there had been no sensible change in the

height of the barometer or the heat of the room. This observation led

Graham (Chemical and Physical Researches, p. 44; Phil. Blag., and Pogg.

Ann., 1833), to the experiment from which he deduced his law of gaseous

diffusion : "The diffusion or spontaneous intermixture of two gases in

contact is effected by an interchange in position of indefinitely minute vol-

umes of the gases, which volumes are not necessarily of equal magnitude,

being, in the case of each gas, inversely proportional to the square root of

the density of that gas." He subsequently (BesearcJies, p. 88 ; Phil. Trans.

1846, 1849), showed that this was a result of diffusive velocities varying

"inversely as the square root of their densities, " referring also to "the

theoretical law of the passage of gases into a vacuum, according to the

well-known theorem that the molecules of a gas rush into a vacuum with

the velocity they would acquire by falling from the summit of an atmos-

phere of the gas of the same density throughout ; while the height of such

an atmosphere, composed of different gases, is inversely as their specific

gravities. This is a particular case of the general law of the movement of

fluids, well established by observation for liquids, and extended by anal-

ogy to gases." These views involve all the consequences of equality of

vis viva, in chemical as well as physical actions and reactions, and they

indicate the direction in which we may still look hopefully for an exten-

sion of our knowledge of chemical physics.
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107. Kinetic and Static Energies.

Motions, or tendencies to motion, v^, in elliptical orbits, vary in the in-

verse ratio of the distance from the centre of gravity. The acceleration

of a particle by any given mass, g, varies inversely as the square of the

distance. Orbital velocity of a particle, «„, varies inversely as the square

root of the distance. Velocity of gaseous diffusion, v.^, varies inversely as

the square root of the density, or inversely as orbital time, or inversely as

the I power of the mean distance.

1

g cc ^ (XvJ-

3

«, oc I
—; ex «,

1

(}r«oOC yyj OC«o

These several relations all seem likely to be involved in different prob-

lems of chemical physics.

108. Critical Temperatures

.

Notes 58, 92-7, 102-3, indicate a variety of thermodynamic relations to

mass, which may be special instances of a large class. Circular, parabolic,

and dissociative velocities introduce the factors V 2 and tt, and tempera-

tures vary as the square roots of their representative velocities. Hence

may arise an indefinite number of critical temperatures. The two which

immediately follow Earth's theoretical internal temperature. Note 103, are

9582^.4 and 12009O.8 F. These temperatures may, perhaps, have impor-

tant bearings upon questions of specific heat, and siieciiic and atomic vis

mva.

109. Harmonic Spectrum of Arsenic [_and TlMllium'].

The American Journal of Science, for September, 1881, publishes Hun-

tington's Arsenic Spectrum, printing in heavy type "the bands which are

most brilliant and give character to the spectrum. The other lines are less

constant and less distinct, and in some instances may be due to accidental

causes." "Upon examining the spectrum it appeared evident that thal-

lium must be present in the arsenic in large quantities." The relations of

the observed lines to lines which are in harmonic progression are shown in

the following table.
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Wave-Length.
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arranged in tlie following order ; Neptune (iV), Jupiter (J"), Mars (M), Sun

(S), Mercury (Me), Venus (V), Earth (E), Saturn (Sa) Uranus {U).

Let subscript 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 designate, respectively, secular perihelion, mean
perihelion, mean, mean aphelion, secular aphelion. Then

1. Subsidence from JV^ would produce a rupturing node at C4.* Stock-

well's values are, JV^ = 30.034, f/"^^: 30.044, the rupturing locus being f of

30.034 = 20.033. Newcomb's estimate of iVs is 80.070, which would give

20.047 for the rupturing locus.

3. Midway between these primitive nodes comes the primitive nebular

centre, tZj- Thi'ee of Jupiter's cardinal loci are thus approximately indi-

cated, viz.

:

(iVs —U^) -^2 = 4.995 ; J^ = 4.978

(iV^5 —?7j) -- 3 r^ 5.313 ; J, = 5.203

(iV: —C/3) --- 3 = 5.435 ; J^ —5.437.

3. The rupturing locus of the early nebular centre, J^, and the locus of

incipient subsidence at the centre of the belt of greatest condensation, ^5,

present the most significant evidence of parametral influence.

j; 4. ^5 = 5.954 ; 2p Bs = 5.950

4. Other important loci in the dense belt show a like influence.

J,+ r^ = 5.953

^5 + M?, = 5.975

5. The inflvience of the parameter on other fundamental abscissas is

equally evident.

2p Me^ = 1.770 ; if, = 1.736

2p M^ — 9.066; Sa.,— 9.078

2p M^ =10.333; 8a^= lO.MS

2p J^ = 39.633 ; JST^ = 39.598

2p Stti = 59.504 ; 2W^= 59.465

6. Simple ordinal influence is shown in the relations of Laplace's limit (L)

to the centre of condensation, and of the three inner to the three outer

planets, if we take Sun's semi-diameter (r^) as the unit of measurement.

V2p E^ -r- ?„ = 36.333 ;i: = 36.366?-„

V2^1\~^^^= 83.338; ife,= 83.048r„

l/^'TV^T^ = 156.491 ; F3 =155.184?'„

V2pN^^r^ = 197.333 ; E^ = 300.008?-„

7. A similar influence is shown with E^ as the fundamental abscissa.

l/Sp E; = 3.439 ; ^^ + ifa = 3.437

2V2p E, = 4.879 ; J^ = 4.886

8. Some of the relative nodes show simple multiples of the parameter.

ip = 11.901 ; iVi —Ui = 11.910 ; U^ —Sa^ = 11.945

6^ = 17.851; f7i =17.688
lOp = 39.750 ; JV, = 39.733

* Ibid, xvii, 100.

PKOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XIX. 109. 3u. FEINTED DEC. 31, 1881.
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112. Motion of the Solar System.

If the interstellar paraboloid (Note 46) were at rest, we slionld have rj

= 2 S; it is, however, equivalent to 5.975|^. I can think of no other reason

for this increase than tlie absolute motion of the system in space. If the

space traversed in a quarter of a solar rotation (6.377 days) is similarly in-

creased we have

or i
: 1.00877 : : r, : 6.05264r<,

365 256
This would give, for the space traversed in a year, ^ nn„ x 6.05264ro.

Dividing by 214.45, we obtain 1.6166 times Earth's semi-axis major. Her-

schel's estimate of the annual motion* is 1.623 semi-axes.

113. Relation between Jupiter's Mass and Distance.

Tlie original tendency to relative stability in the positions of the two

principal masses of our system, on account of the magnitude of Sun and the

nebular-centrality of Jupiter, appears to have made Sun's surface the

rupturing locus (secular-perihelion), of the centre of gravity of the two

bodies. Stockwell gives, for Jupiter's maximum eccentricity, .0608274
;

secular perihelion is, therefore, .9391726 of the semi-axis major. If we
accept Bessel's mass, we find 1047.879 -f- .9391726 = 1115.75r„. Dividing

by 5.202798, we find, for Earth's semi-axis major, 214.45ro, which is the

value adopted in the British Nautical Almanac.

114. The Central Sun.

The true culminating abscissa of the stellar-solar paraboloid (Note 46),

is A38 = LM -=- r„. There is a very large possible uncertainty in the dis-

tance of a GentauH, and even if we take the most recent and careful esti-

mates we may set down the probable error as at least ±.04. Moreover,

as the theoretical variability of the abscissas is principally due to varia-

hility of gethereal density, A39 may represent any point in the orbit of a

Centauri about the centre of its stellar system. The mean R. A. of a

Centauriis about 217^53' and its declination 60O21'S; the opposite pole of

the paraboloid, or the theoretical direction of the " Central Sun," if our

Sun has been projected from a Centauri, should therefore be in the con-

stellation Cassiopeia. The direction of Sun's apparent motion among the

fixed stars has been variously estimated between R. A. 252^53' and 261^22',

and between N. Dec. 38037', and 14026'. Struve's result, from an elabo-

rate discussion of the proper motions of 392 stars, was R. A. 261^22', Dec.

37036', for A. D. 1790. This position is 4^51' north of the great circle

which is at right angles with the axis of the Centaurean paraboloid.

* Outlines of Astronomy, Sect. 858.
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115. The Milky Way and Mikller's Hypothesis.

Sir John Herschel* objects to Miidler's assignment of "the local centre

in space, round which the sun and stars revolve '

' to the group of the

Pleiades, "lying as it does no less than 26° out of the plane of the galactic

circle, out of which it is almost inconceivable that any general circulation

can take place." No such objection can be urged against the radius-vector

of the Centaurean paraboloid, for the Milky Way divides at a. CerUauri,*

and it traverses Cassiopeia, "its brightest part passing about two degrees

to the north of the star d of that constellation."*

116. Daily Variations of the Magnetic Needle.

Sabine's discussions of the magnetic observations at various stations have

shown :

1. That the diurnal variation of declination which is due to the Moon's

action consists of four equal or nearly equal portions, in which the mag-

net is attracted alternately to the east and to the west of its mean position.

2. That there is a striking correspondence between the lunar-daily vari-

tions of horizontal force and of declination.

3. That in the normal variations of vertical force, the lunar day is also

divided into four alternating periods of nearly equal duration, in two of

which the force is increased and in the other two it is diminished by the

lunar influence.

4. That the lunar-daily variations of inclination and of total force also

constitute double progressions, having two maxima and two minima, with

alternate periods of increase and decrease, each period being of about six

hours' duration.

5. That the solar-daily variations normally constitute only single pro-

gressions, of about twelve hours each, from maximum to minimum and

from minimum to maximum.
6. That there are, however, "nocturnal episodes" of "retrogressive

motion" at some stations, with tendencies to a triple instead of double

division of the solar day.

I have shown, by experiment :

7. That any elongated body, when exposed to the action of parallel

rectilinear undulations, tends to place itself in the line of those undula-

tions.

8. That this tendency may be increased by giving the elongated body a

slight specific energy of direction. For example : if the gimbals of a bin-

nacle compass are so held as to allow motion only in one direction, and

the box is jnade to swing on its free axis like a pendulum, the needle will

tend towards the line of oscillation.

The single progression of the solar disturbances (5) and the double pro-

gression of the lunar disturbances (1 —4) indicate a difference in the char-

acter of the chief disturbing influences of the two bodies. It is difiicult to

* Op. cit. Sect., 861, 789, 787.
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account for such difference by any theory of magnetic induction.* It is

evident, however, that Sun's thermal disturbance of Earth's gethereal cur-

rents is greater than Moon's, while Moon's tidal disturbance of the same
currents is greater than Sun's.

117. Magnetic Variations at St. Helena.

St. Helena, on account of its insular position, its proximity to the mag-
netic equator, its large horizontal force and the large proportion of total

force which is represented by the horizontal force, is free from many of

the local complications which often mask the normal action of the Sun and
Moon. Moreover, the comparatively long period of systematic observa-

tions, the extension of the observations to the lunar action on the baro-

meter as well as on the magnetic needle, the uniformity of the indications

in different years and in difterent semesters, and the symmetry which
is traceable between the lunar atmospheric and magnetic disturbances, are

additional reasons for regarding it as a typical station for the study of

gravitating influence on aethereal waves.

118. Comparative Table.

The difference between the solar and lunar disturbances is shown in the

following synoptical table. The magnetic data are taken from the second

volume of the St. Helena Observations, pp. xlii-xliv and Iviii-lxii ; the

barometric, from the first volume, pp. 84, 99. The barometric ratios are

given, in order to make the table homogeneous and facilitate comparison.

They were obtained by dividing the hourly deviations from the mean
by the mean height of the barometer (28.278 in.).

Solar Disturbances.

A
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13. Chemical Action. —The evidences of incessant dissociation and re-as-

sociation in tlie solar photosphere, are so conclusive, that chemical action

may be very properly regarded as an important source of specific solar

magnetism.

y. Light. —The numerical equivalences between various forms of lumi-

nous, gravitating, and electro-magnetic action, are so striking as to justify

Maxwell in the assertion that "the properties of the electro-magnetic

medium are identical with those of the luminiferous medium."*

d- Seat. —Edlund has shown that many of the phenomena of heat and
electricity may be explained by the hypothesis of two forms of motion in

the same elastic sethereal medium.

£. notation. —Arago, Babbage, Herschel, Barlow, Christie, Chase, and
Perry and Ayrton, have shown that simple rotation produces magnetical

disturbances which are governed by fixed laws.

^. Gravitation. —In addition to the relation which I have shown to exist

between solar rotation and luminous velocity, it is evident that electricity

must be modified by pressure and by such changes in the relative distances

of electrified particles as are produced by disturbances of gravitating equi-

librium.

rj. Currents. —A comparison of oceanic currents with the cotidal lines,

the lines of isabnormal temperature and the magnetic lines of equal

declination, shows such points of resemblance as to make it probable that

they are all due to the action of the same forces upon diflerent media, or

under different circumstances. Challis has found that if all the ordinary

central forces are due to transformed sethereal vibrations, " the actions of

such forces on atoms are in every instance attributable to mthereal currents,

whether the atoms be immediately acted upon by steady motions of the

sether or by sethereal vibrations." f

130. Comparison of Solar Daily Magnetic and Meteorological Means.

The solar-daily maximum of vertical force at St. Helena is coincident

with the daily barometric minimum, as well as with the minimum of gase-

ous pressure and of mean pressure of the wind. The daily minimum of

vertical force (20 h) is approximately coincident with the daily maximum
of the barometer (22 h), of gaseous pressure (21 h), and of wind pressure

(22-23 h). The most rapid increase of vertical force is between 22 h and

3 h, when the barometer is falling and the gaseous pressure diminishing

;

the most rapid diminution is between 7 h and 10 h, when the barometer is

rising and the gaseous pressure increasing. The range of total force be-

tween noon and midnight (.00095 + .00043 = .00138), is of the same

order of magnitude as the daily range of solar disturbances of weight or

/ m
pressure ( -^ = .000615, which is added at midnight and subtracted at

* Eleciriaity and Magnetism, ii, 383, sqq.

t Phil. Mag., Sept. 1872 ; Sept. 1876 ; J une, 1878.
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noou, making the total range .00123). The arithmetical mean of any cu-

mulative disturbances which are occasioned by the accelerations and retar-

dations of alternate half-daily fall towards and rise from the Sun, should

occur at 12h ~- l/5~from midnight, or at 8h. 29m. A.M. and 3h. 31m. P.M.
These hours correspond very nearly with those of mean disturbance, both

in the horizontal and in the total force :

Noon. 12 P.M. Mean. Time of Mean.

H. F. +.001099 —.000481 +.000809 8h. 31m. A.M.; 3h. 16m. P.M.

T. F. +.00095 —.00043 +.00026 8h. 45m. A.M.; 3h. 42m. P.M.

The greatest observed deviation from the theoretical times is 16m, in

the morning mean of total force ; the least, 2m., in the morning mean of

horizontal force. The mean deviation of horizontal force is 8.5m. ; of total

force, 2.5m.

121. Lunar Daily Gomparison.

The lunar disturbances, both of the barometric and of the magnetic means,

are of a higher order than can be accounted for by mere disturbances of

weight or pressure, or by any pther known activity of our satellite ex-

cept the accumulation of energy in currents (t^). We have no reason to

think that the moon exerts any specific chemical (/5), luminous (y), or

thermal (8) influence of her own, but her tidal disturbances of the elas-

tic or quasi-elastic currents of the rotating earth (s ^ tj) are very impor-

tant.

Schiapparelli, Loomis and Chase have shown that long-continued ob-

servations, at various stations, demonstrate the existence of an evident

lunar influence on the precipitation of rain, and, consequently, on the elec-

trical condition of the atmosphere. Each station has an "establishment"

of its own, which can be determined, where the meteorological conditions

are most uniform, by observations extending over a period of three or

four years. This influence, which is undoubtedly due to tidal disturb-

ances of atmospheric currents, is further shown in the lunar modifica-

tions of the direction and velocity of the wind, which have been pointed

out by M. Bouquet de la Grye.*

Both in the lunar and in the solar tables the critical periods of horizon-

tal and total force are nearly synchronous. In the lunar variations the

vertical force increases as the horizontal force diminishes, and vice-versa.

Each of the lunar magnetic tides is of the same general character as the

oceanic and atmospheric tides. The lunar horizontal force and total force

are greatest and the vertical force is least when the barometric currents are

moving most rapidly away from the Earth's centre ; the horizontal and

total force are least and the vertical force is greatest when the currents

are moving most rapidly towards the centre.

The range of lunar disturbances of vertical force (from + .000072 to

* Comptes Rendus, Isxxviii, 345-8.
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—.000067 = .000139) is almost identical with the range of lunar baromet-

ric disturbances (from —.000075 to + .000062 = .000137).

The culminations of the lunar disturbances, both of the vertical and of

the horizontal force, correspond approximately with the mean sum of the

accelerations and retardations of lunar tidal action by terrestrial rotation

(6h -- v/S =r 4h 14.6m after Oh, 6h, 12h, 18h.)

Vertical Force. Horizontal Force.

1st Max. 0h + 3h57m
,

1st Min. Oh. + 4h 1.3m

1st Min. 6h + 4h 51.5m
'

1st Max. 6h. + 4h 24.4m

2d Max. 12h + 3h 36.1m 2d Min. 12h. + 3h 44m
2d Min. 18h + 4h 39.8m 2d Max. 18h. + 4h 9.2m

Mean 4h 16.1m Mean 4h 4.7m

122. Conclusions.

Although the barometric observations furnish the most ready data for

quantitative measurements and comparisons, the combined action of terres-

trial rotation with lunar tidal and terrestrial equilibrating gravitation is

not confined to the air. Every particle of the globe is continually subject

to cyclical variations of stress and strain. In the first and third quadrants

the lunar action is opposed, while in the second and fourth it is aided, by
terrestrial rotation, so that the resultant of all the subterranean magnetic

influences must be subject to lunar disturbances of the same character as

those which modify the barometric and electric currents in the atmosphere.

Wemay, therefore, conclude that the solar disturbance of the terrestrial

magnetic currents is chiefly and primarily due to its thermal activity ; the

lunar, to gravitating currents which are modified by terrestrial rotation

and orbital revolution.

123. "Forced Oscillation.'"

In discussing the synchronism of the motion of the moon's nodes with

terrestrial nutation Herschel* introduces "the principle of forced oscilla-

tions, or of forced vibrations," by the following announcement

:

"If one part of any system connected either by material ties, or by the

mutual attractions of its members, be continually maintained by any cause,

whether inherent in the constitution of the system or external to it, in a state

of regular periodic motion, that motion will be propagated throughout

the whole system, and will give rise, in every member of it and in everj^

j)art of each member, to periodic movements executed in equal period

with that to which they owe their origin, though not necessarily synchro-

nous with them in their maxima and minima."

A demonstration of this theorem for the forced vibrations of systems con-

nected by material ties of imperfect elasticity, is given in Herschel' s Treatise

on Sound.f Fourier's theorem, Herschel' s theory of the consequences of

* Op. cit., Sect. 650.

t Encyc. Metrop., Art. 323.
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nebular subsidence, and tlie various forms of harmonic synchronism are

all dependent upon the same fundamental principles and thej^ should all

be kept in mind by thos.e who are investigating the consequences of elastic

action and reaction.

124. Fitndamentcd Pliotodynamic Nodes.

The principle of forced vibrations, the theory of subsidence, and the

laws of varying density in elastic media, are illustrated by the equation,

(l)'= (3f
i L

.
•

. log. L : log. M : :
—

:
—

L =: Laplace's limit of synchronous solar rotation and revolution ; M^=.

modulus of light at Sun's surface ; r = Sun's semi-diameter ; i =^ locus of

mean incipient subsidence for the nebular centre of planetary inertia,

(Saturn's mean aphelion); c = central locus of greatest belt-condensation

(Earth's semi-axis major).

If we adopt the values for L and iff which are given in Note 46, we find

4= 9.99861c. Stockwell's value is about ^V ^f one per cent, greater,

or 10.000059 c.

135. A "Derivative Oscillation."

After announcing the principle of forced vibrations, Herschel continues

as follows :

'

' The system may be favorably or unfavorably constituted

for such a transfer of periodic movements, or favorably in some of its parts

and unfavorably in others ; and accordingly as it is the one or the other,

the derivative oscillation (as it may be termed) will be imperceptible in one

case, of appreciable magnitude in another, and even more perceptible in

its visible effects than the original cause in a third ; of this kind we have

an instance in the Moon's acceleration."

A harmonic illustration of this statement is furnished by the lunar dis-

turbance of vertical magnetic force at St. Helena. Von Littrow's esti-

mate of Moon's semi-axis major is 60.2778. Earth's action upon Moon and

Moon's reaction should therefore be nearly
3

gL 3 as great as its action at

its own surface. If the resulting waves or " forced vibrations " are reflected

to Earth and resolved, one-half into vertical force and one-half into hori-

zontal force, the consequent disturbance should be y^Vr- The lunar dis-

turbance of vertical force (Note 121) is yx^T '' ^^ barometer, 72^99. The

decimal values are :

Disturbance of vertical force .0000139

" vibrations .0000138

" barometer .0000137

The derivative oscillation in the horizontal force is obscured by other

disturbances.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XIX. 109. 3v. PRINTED DEC. 31, 1881.
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126. Relation of Magnetic Disturbances to Thermal Currents.

The secondary character of the solar disturbances of vertical force at St.

Helena is further indicated by a comparison of culminating times. The
coincidence of the daily minimum of vertical force with the various maxi-

ma of gravitating pressures (Note 130) is only approximate ; but the rela-

tion both of maximum and of minimum to the culmination of ascending

and descending currents is very close. The mean time of maximum tem-

perature is 1 h 39.5 m ; of minimum temperature, 17 h 41.6 m ; of greatest

vertical force, 4h 4.4m ; of least vertical force, 19 h 55.8 m. Therefore,

the vertical force continues to increase for 3 h 24. 9 m after the time of

greatest daily heat, and to diminish for 2 h 14.2 mafter the time of greatest

daily cold.

137. Relation of Barometric to Gravitating Disturdances.

During the forced vibrations of half-daily terrestrial rotation towards

and from the Sun, terrestrial gravity acts on all the heated and otherwise

disturbed particles of the atmosphere. The sum of the cyclical acceler-

16.05 X 430832
ations, at St. Helena, is f^oGQ = 5643000 miles =^ a. The sum

of the synchronous "forced oscillations" of rotation towards or from the

Sun is cos. 15° 56' 41" X - X 3963.8 = 11970.7 miles = /?. The mean

sum of the barometric pressures of the atmospheric particles is 28.378 in-

ches = V. The sum of the mean half-daily disturbances of pressure is ^

(38.315 —38.248 + 38.303 —38.252) = .0585 inch = (5. The ratio of a to /3

P o
is nearly the same as that of v to ^ ;

i^ = .002133 ;
—= .003069 ; the

a r

deviation from exact accordance being about 3.56 per cent.

138. Succession of Forced Oscillations.

The "nascent" velocity of the Sun, or the limiting velocity between

complete dissociation and incipient aggregation, is, as we have seen, —^
= velocity of light. On the principle of forced oscillations, theluminifer-

ous sethereal undulations force the sun into rotary oscillations synchron-

ous with the cycles of superficial gravitating activity which would com-

municate the velocity of light.

The ratio of the mass aggregation at the principal centre of nucleation

(Sun), to the mass aggregation at primitive nebular centre (Jupiter), is,

as we have seen, the same as the ratio of the rupturing radius-vector of

Jupiter to the rupturing radius-vector of Sun. The rupturing energy of

the sethereal oscillations is thus traceable to the primitive condition of

statical equilibrium, when the two products of mass by rupturing radius

were equal.

These two principal masses of the solar system tend to produce a system
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of forced oscillations through their common centre of gravity. Circular

orbital velocity at their mean centre of gravity has become "nascent " ve-

locity for the mass at the centre of the belt of greatest condensation (Earth).

129. Badius of Primitive Condensation.

The importance of the three masses, which were considered in the fore-

going note, seems to strengthen the probability that the resulting oscilla-

tions are exactly recorded in relations of mass, distance and velocity. If

such is the case, Earth's semi-axis major may be easily computed.

g,t.^ 32.087 X 43082
1. Earth's nascent velocity is -^^ = f^qq = 261.81 miles.

2. The mean locus of the centre of gravity of Sun and Jupiter is

5.2028

f(T4" 8~ Q 4- 1
°^ Earth's semi-axis major.

.
' / 5.2028 \*

3. If vg^i\ = 261.81, Earth's orbital velocity is
\ 1047 8^9 4- 1 J

^

261.81 = 18.4392 miles per second.

4. This would give, for Earth's semi-axis major, 18.4392 X 1 year in

seconds -=- 2 - = 92, 613, 000 miles.

130. Paraboloidal Inclination.

The progression of the stellar-paraboloidal abscissas may be expressed

under the form r(7j^")"', positive values of n giving centripetal, and nega-

tive values giving centrifugal abscissas. The r] ordinates are, therefore, modi-

fied by f . as often as the fundamental abscissa is modified by the modiiied

ordinate. The ^ modification seems to imply a cyclical elliptic-influence

consequent upon rotation. If f is the semi-axis major and -q the semi-

axis minor of the ellipse, the inclination of the ellipse to the tq circle may

be readily found by the equation

? 1.012974
Sec. c = ~

V .9958534

V = 10^ 32' 56".

131. Other Cometary Hypotheses.

The hypothesis in Xote 114 is only one out of many which might be as-

sumed with nearly equal probability. The great fact which is to be ac-

counted for is the evidence of paraboloidal influence, extending from the

region of the nearest fixed stars to our Sun, and affecting intra-nucleal nodal

condensations, revolutions and rotations, through cj-clical undulations

which are harmonically determined by the inertia of Sun's mass and the

velocity of light. I have already shown some of the important modifications

which are introduced into the nebular hypothesis by these evidences of

paraboloidal or cometoid subsidence, and I look confidently for the discov-
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ery of many others. The connection of comets with meteoric streams will,

doubtless, awaken many inquiries respecting stellar groups and stellar

motions, some of which may be within the reach and others beyond the

reach of future satisfactory solution.

132. Further Paraholoidal Harmony.

Let r^ be a fourth proportional to Jupiter's locus of incipient subsidence,*

Earth's semi-axife major and Sun's semi-diameter. Then the first three

abscissas of Note 46 (A^ —A2) determine the paraboloid, and there are

four groups of 3^ abscissas, between r
_

and the fixed stars, viz. : 9, (A3 —
An), between r^ and Sun's semi-diameter ; 9, (Ajj —Ago), between Sun's

surface and the loci of planetary rupture ; 9, (A21 —A29), within the belt

of rupturing loci ; 9, (Ago —Agg), between the rupturing loci and « Cen-

tauri. The influence near the centre of the belt of greatest condensation

appears to be also traceable in the ratio between the rupturing abscissas for

Earth and Venus, A23 -f- A22 = 1.77875,

log. 1.77875-3 = —.7503433

log. 1.77875" = .0000000

log. 1.77875« = 1.5006864

log. 1.77875'« = 4.0018304

log. 1.778753" = 7.5034320

By referring to the table in Note 46, it will be seen that the division of

the abscissas into four groups of nine each is indicated by these loga-

rithms. It may be well also to observe that 1.77875* differs by less than
jJq of one per cent, from Stockwell's value for Saturn's mean aphelion,

estimated in terms of Earth's semi-axis major.

133. Another Gonflrmation of Prediction.

On the 4th of October, 1878, I presented a communication to the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society,! in which I showed that the position of Wat-

son's first intra-Mercurial planet, as computed by Gaillot and Mouchez,

represented the third intra-Mercurial term of my harmonic series. At the

last meeting of the British Association, Prof Balfour Stewart read a paper

in which he gave indications of sun-spot disturbances by a planet, revolv-

ing in 24.011 days, and consequently having a semi-axis major of .163.

This confirmation, both of myown prediction if and of the calculations of the

French astronomers, is the more interesting, because the first confirmation

of my series was contained in a communication which was made to the

Royal Society by Messrs. De la Rue, Stewart and Loewy, forty-one days

* Secular aphelion.

fProc. Am. Phil. Soc., xviii, 34-6.

JJ6. xiii,238.
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after I had announced the series to the Philosophical Society and published

it in the NewYork Tribune.* The accordances are as follows :

Prediction. Confirmation.

1st interior harmonic term 267 De La Rue, S. and L 367

3d " " " 165
5 Gaillot and Mouchez 164

( Stewart 163

134. Proufs Hypothesis.

Clarke (P. Mag. [5] xii, 109-10), gives the results of his re-calculation

of atomic weights, which inclines him to look favorably on Prout's hy-

pothesis, although he had previously believed that it had been forever over-

thrown. Maximilian Gerber (Les Mondes ; cited in Chemical News, xliii,

242-3), rejects the hypothesis, but he gives four additional empirical units,

which seem to indicate a probability that groups of similar valency may
have special common divisors. The varied evidences of the photodynamic

importance of hydrogen will doubtless incline chemists to give weighty con-

sideration to Clarke's deliberate opinion, and Gerber' s factors may help

towards its establishment. The possibility of measuring undulatory vis

mva by the distance of projection against uniform resistance, as well as by
orbital areas, may, perhaps, furnish the requisite clue for reconciling ap-

parent oppositions of indication.

135. Phyllotactic Atomicity.

The phyllotactic law distributes leaves and branches evenly around the

stems of vegetables, so that all parts of the plant may share in the benefit

of heat, air and moisture. In 1849, Dr. Thomas Hill, at the request of

Prof. Peirce, showed that the times of planetary revolution are phyllotactic,

and the planets are thus distributed around the Sun so evenly as to avoid

the destruction of the system by the accumulated perturbations of the

great planets. f If the several atomic elements have special systems of

sethereal vibrations, it seems reasonable to look for evidences of a phyllo-

tactic harmony which would contribute to the stability of equilibrium in

compounds. The following table, which includes about half the known
elements, contains multiples of the phyllotactic divisor f H, or 1.6 H, com-

pared with Clarke's recalculation of atomic weights.

Phyllotactic. Clarke. Diflference.

O 10 X 1.6 = 16 15.963 .037

Fl 12 X 1.6 == 19.2 18.984 .216

Mg 15 X 1-6 — 24 23.951 .049.

S 20 X 1.6 = 32 31.984 .016

CI 22x1.6=: 35.2 35.370 .170

Ca 25 X 1.6 = 40 39.990 .010

Ti 31x1.6= 49.6 49.846 .246

*J6. p. 470.

fProc. Amer, Assoc, vol. 2.
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The first six pliyllotactic numbers are 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ; the third does

not appear in the formation of the theoretical divisors, but the others are

all employed. The simple phjllotactic relation of all the divisors to H,

shows that they have "value in themselves."

137. Mutual Phyllotaxy.

Upon examining the mutual relations of the above pliyllotactic divisors, it

will be seen that D^ = ^V D.^ = 2 X | X A ^z = tV D^ ; D2 = 2 X | X

f Dg = 2^ X I D, ; D3 = f X ^ D^ ; D^ = i/HD~. These varied pro-

visions for the stability of cyclical equilibrium, in all possible varieties of

intra-molecular sethereal movement, show that the command, "Let there

be light, " manifested its formative power of organization as soon as ma-

terial atoms were set in motion. The appearance of the first five phyllo-

tactic numbers, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, in crystallization, furnishes a step from inor-

ganic to organic morphology, giving new meaning to the landscapes on

our frosted window-panes, as well as to the protective mimicry of vege-

tables and animals, as illustrations of the "distributive ratio " which con-

trols alike light-waves, atomic inertia, crystalline structure, organic

growth, planetary configuration and interstellar action.

138. Relations of the Water Molecules.

The importance of oxygen and hydrogen, both in mutual combination

and in connection with other elements, suggests the following compara-

tive grouping of Clarke's table of atomic weights :

= 16;
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H[ = 1;
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forward to a greater geueralizatiou which shall include elasticity as a form

of motion." —J. T., in Am. Jour, of Science, Nov. 1881.

My first physical paper (Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, ix, 283-8), deduced ap-

proximate values of solar mass and distance from the combined action of

daily rotation, yeai'lj' revolution and atmospheric elasticity. All my sub-

sequent radiodynamic investigations have been based upon the considera-

tion of the various forms of harmonic relation which ought to folloAV from

the undulations of an all-pervading elastic medium, such as the luminifer-

ous aether Is generally supposed to be.

141. Harmonic Spectra.

Schuster {Proc. Roy. Soc, xxxi, 337-47), discusses the probability of acci-

dental harmonic coincidences in spectral wave-lengths, giving the follow-

ing summary of his results for the iron spectrum :

—

"1. There is a real cause acting in a direction opposed to the law of har-

monic ratios, so far as fractions formed by numbers smaller than seventy are

concerned.

"2. After elimination of the first cause a tendency appears for fractions

formed by two lines to cluster round harmonic ratios.

"3. Most probably some law hitherto undiscovered exists, tchich in special

cases resolves itself into the law of harmonic ratios."

The comparison between the planetary harmonic roots and the spectral

harmonic quotients (Note 37), suggests the probability that the opposition

to strict harmonic ratios may be due to diiferences of inertia in the w^ave-

systems, which would be more rigidly harmonic were it not for such dif-

ferences. The simple tendency of all elastic media to harmonic vibrations

would then be the general law, instead of a law which becomes harmonic

"in special cases."

In waves which are propagated with such rapidity as those of light, it

seems reasonable that there maybe large factors of harmonic length, which

are modified by smaller disturbing elements. Schuster's analysis does not

reach such cases as are given in Notes 36, and 39-42. Note 36 gives 11

harmonic divisors, which deviate from the observed divisors by a mean
amount of less than -^^ of one per cent. The greatest difference is in the

C line, where the harmonic divisor is 1.1530, the observed divisor being

1.1592, giving a deviation of -||^ of one per cent. In Note 39, the greatest

dift'erence between either of the hax'monic lines and the corresponding basic

line is \ of one per cent. In Note 41 the greatest difference is -^^ of one

per cent. In Note 42, -^^ of one per cent.

142. The Magnesium Spectra.

Liveing and Dewar (Proc. Roy. Soc, xxxii, 189-203), give some re-

sults of their investigations on the spectrum of magnesium, which seem to

strengthen the probability of large harmonic factors, modified by small

disturbances. The only two single lines which are found in the flame-

spectrum, the arc-spectrum and the spark-spectrum, have wave-lengths-

PROC. AMEK. PHILOS. SOC. XIX. 109. 3w. PKINTED DEC. 31, 1881.
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of 2850 and 4570, respectively. These represent, approximately, the phyl-

lotactic numbers 5 and 8, viz.

:

Pliyllotactic. Observed.

2854 2850
4566 4570

In the arc-spectrum and spark-spectrum, there is " a very striking group

of two very strong lines at wave-lengths about 2801 and 2794," and '

' one
line common to the arc and spark at wave-length 4703 " which " does not

appear in Angstrom's table." The diflFerence between the "two very

strong lines " has modified the other lines, as shown below :

—

Harmonic. Observed.

7 X 399 = 2793 2794

7 X 400 = 2800 2801

7 X 407 =^ 2849 2850

7 X 653 = 4571 4570

7 X 672 = 4704 4703

The greatest difference is ^ and the mean difference is g^ of the har-

monic divisor. If there were no law controlling the approximations, the

probable maximum difference would be ^ and the mean difference would
be .25 of the divisor.

143. The Special Phyllotactic Elements.

The elements which cannot be simply grouped with O and H, within

the limits of probable error (Note 138), have the following phyllotactic

relations to oxygen.
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I

The extreme lines are phyllotactic, d being | of a- The greatest discrep-

ancy is 5^ of one per cent, which is unquestionably within the limits of

probable error.

145. Application of ScJmster's Tests.

The ratio between the hydrogen lines « and S is between f and |.

d = a = 1.59997

5 = 5= 1.60000

3 -- 2 = c = 1.50000

i —G= d= .10000

i —a—e = .00003

e -^ d^= To^W' ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^'^ sV of one per cent, of the probable error.

The ratio between y and d is between || and ^f

J.H- 5 =
«.i

= 1.058227

18 -- 17 = 5i = 1.058824

91 -- 86 = Ci = 1.058140

b^ —Ci =di= .000684

ffj —ci = ^1 = .000087

e^-i- dj^ = ^^j, the probable error being ± g^^V-

The ratio between « and /? is between |^ and |^.

an- /3 —«2 = 1-350165

77 -4- 57 = &, = 1.350877

27-^20 = C2 = 1.350000

\ —c^ = (^2 = .000877

^2 —C2 = 62 ==^ .000165

^2 -7- (^2 ==^ Iff' tli6 probable error being ± fyf . If we were to stop here,

the test would be pronounced satisfactory, and the evidence of harmonic

influences in which all the lines are involved would be conclusive. But if

we try another mode of grouping the result will be different.

The ratio between ^3 and 8 is between |f and ||.

13—d =«3= 1.185009

77 -T- 65 = 53=1.184616
32 ---27 = 03 = 1.185185

C3 —63 =(^3= .000565

C3 —a.j = 63 = .000166

(5j,
-=- CZ3 = ^f f, the probable error being only ± iff.

fails in this case.

The ratio between jS and y is between f f and |f

.

13-i-y =a4 = 1.119816

28 -V- 25 = &4 = 1.120000

75-f-67 = C4 =1.119403

h —c^ =di= .000597

J)^ —a^=e^= .000184

e^-^ di^ iff, the probable error being only ± |ff

.

fails in this case also.

Therefore the test

Therefore the test
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Tlie ratio between a aud v is between f f and f 3.

a-^r = a. = 1.511936

62 -f- 41 = &5 = 1.512195

65---43 = C5 =1.511628

&5 —
Cft

=(?5= .000567

J- —aj:=:e.. = .000259

^5 -^ f^o = f 1' tlie probable error being only =h ff- The test, therefore, fails

again, the number of failures in the whole comparison being equal to the

number of confirmations. Hence it is evident that Schuster's criterion is

insufficient, at least when the probable errors of observation are not satis-

factorily ascertained. Even if the probable errors were known, the proper

application of the test would require supplementary calculations of such

intricac}^ as to make it practically inoperative.

146. Modifications of ilie Test.

Bj^ increasing the magnitude of the harmonic ratios the test may some-

times be made to indicate a probability. For example, /? -v- j' is between

I and |. These values give d^ = .033333 ; e^ = .000184 ; e^ h- (Z^ = sMI s-

which is less than ^ of the probable error. In like manner c- ~- y'ls, be-

tween f and |. These values give d^ = .166667 ; e-^
—.011936 ; e-^-- dr,

= tW/s' which is less than -^-^ of the probable error. These results seem

to indicate the propriety of harmonic comparisons between terms which
are unquestionably of the same order of magnitude. Thus in Schuster's

calculation (loc. cit., p. 338), the ratio .96476 lies between |f and ff, the

diiference between these two fractions being .016636. The difierence of the

fraction in the sodium spectrum from the nearest of these comparative

fractions is .000152, which is only .00914 of the difference between the

fractions themselves, or less than -^j of the probable error.

If a supposed harmonic relation can be represented by a fraction with

terms of a single digit, Schuster's test might fail even with the above modi-

fication, provided the probable error should be > | x i X i ; if the terms

are of two digits, it would not be trustworthy if the probable error was

> i X 9^ X 9V- If the» modifications of ws viva in synchronous wave sys-

tems are of the same order of magnitude as the variations of planetary ec-

centricity, the limit of probable error would be at least |, instead of j, of

the difference between adjacent fractions which have a commonnumerator.

This would be the case for each of the compared pairs of wave lengths,

the probability for the entire system being equivalent to the product of

all the independent probabilities.

All estimates of abstract probability, in such cases, should be greatly in-

creased by the a priori probability, or even the mathematical necessity,

that synchronous undulations in elastic media must be harmonic. In view
ot this consideration, the indications of a harmonic tendency pervading

an entire system, such as I have pointed out in many of my compari-
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sons, are far more significant tlian any conclusions that can be drawn
from more restricted investigations.

Whatever test may be applied, it should always be remembered that the

failure to discover a harmonic influence between any two given lines does

not affect, in the slightest degree, the evidences of harmonic influence be-

tween other lines. The failing cases are entitled to no weight in drawing

the final conclusion. Weshould, therefore, have been justified in stopping

our examination of the observed lines in the hydrogen spectrum, as soon

as we found that « is harmonically connected with (3 and d, and that y is

similarly connected with d- Even if subsequent discussions had fiiiled to

show any probable evidence of harmony between /9 and
y^ /5 and 3^ « and

;', the fact that there are such harmonies operating through the relations

of the intermediate to the extreme wave-lengths, Avould have been unshaken

.

147. Uncertainties of Measurement.

The influence of probable errors of observation upon the validity of

Schuster's criterion may be illustrated by applying it to two of tlie different

values which have been found for the Fraunhofer lines A, B and C.

Angstrom's measurements are taken from Schellen's' Spectrum Analysis,

p. 168 ; Gibbs's, from Am. Jour. Science, [2] xliii, 4.

Gibbs.

761.20

687.49

656.77

1.107216

1.107143

1.107692

,000549

.000073

73 -- 549

137 -^ 549

1.046776

1.046513

1.046875

.000363

.000109

109 ^ 863

90 H- 368

Hence the criterion indicates a harmony of vibration, both between the

A and B lines, according to Uibbs, and between the B and C lines, accord-

ing to Schellen. The « ^;?-iori probability or certainty that there must be

such a harmony, lends confidence to the greater accuracy of Gibbs's meas-

urement of the A line, and of Schellen's measurement of the C line. If

such allowance as I have proposed is made for that probability, the har-

mony is shown by Gibbs in both comparisons.

A
B
C
A-v-B:=«

h = 81 ^ 28

c =r 72 -- 65

c —b = d

a —6 = e

e ~~ d

Probable error

C = «!

6j = 45 -4- 48

Ci = 67 -- 64

Ci —&i = di

e, -V- d,

Probable error

B
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148. The Frmmhofer Harmonies.

The general accuracy of Gibbs is confirmed by the fact that his measure-

ments indicate harmonies among the principal Fraunhofer lines, as is

shown in the following table. They all bear the test of Schuster's crite-

rion, with the exception which was stated in the foregoing note.

Harmonies.
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Wave-length.



eon
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This value of nz differs by less than -^^ of one per cent, from the mean

of various mechanical estimates, which was given in Note 15.

153. Linear Harmonies.

The harmonies to which Schuster refers, in the third conclusion of liis

summary, seem to he linear rather than geometric. If w^e omit the speci-

ally phyliotactic lines C and 7i, together with the secondary lines of the D
and h groups, the percentages of the geometric, Schelleu and Gibbs tables

give the following coincidences qf harmonic tendency :
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actual distance, which is of the same order of magnitude as planetary

eccentricities. If this fact should be thought to diminish the probability

of a kinetic bond between the photodynamic paraboloid and the fixed

stars, it will be well to bear in mind the following considerations :

1. If there is an all pervading interstellar medium, which is both ma-
terial and elastic, all its persistent oscillations must he cyclically harmonic

in some way or other.

2. All such permanent oscillations must be dependent upon or associated

with permanent masses and velocities.

3. The mass and velocity from which the paraboloidal abscissas were de-

duced, are the mass of the sun and the velocity of light.

4. The coordinates indicate a solar motion in space, which is closely

accordant with Herschel's estimated velocity. (IsTote 112.)

5. The abscissas locate regions of incipient subsidence, which account

for the formation of the several planetary belts, in accordance with Her-

schel's interpretation of the nebular hypothesis.

6. The abscissas are manifoldly grouped, in ways that are phyllotacti-

cally and otherwise harmonically symmetrical, as might be looked for in

a medium like the supposed luminiferous aether.

7. The last phyllotactic abscissa, Aag, is a fourth proportional to Sun's

radius, Laplace's limit, and the solar modulus of light.

8. The paraboloid fixes Sun's position, relatively to some other import-

ant stars in the Milky Way. (Note 114.)

9. These are the most far-reaching indications of an unbroken chain of

kinetic influences, that have ever been published.

10. Being based upon the greatest mass and the greatest intercosmical

velocity of which we have any measurable knowledge, the law of par-

simony gives an a priori presumption that the chain may extend to other

masses of the same order of magnitude as the Sun.

11. The next abscissa to the solar phyllotactic series, A33, is in the region

of the fixed stars, its locus being, within the limit of probable error,

(zb .25), the same as that of a Gentauri.

12. The terminal locus is not only within, but far within, the limits

of probable error. Its accordance with « Gentauri may be exact ; it is

almost impossible that the deviation from precise accordance can be so

great as 8 per cent., and such a deviation could be easily explained 'bj

stellar orbital motions.

13. The second stellar abscissa, A40, indicates a distance corresponding to

Bessel's estimate of the parallax of 61 Gygni.

14. Whatever may be thought of the last three indications, the first ten

are plain, unmistakable and incontrovertible.

156. Gorrelations of Planetary Mass and Distance.

Stockwell closes the introduction to his "Memoir on the Secular Va-

riations of the Elements of the Orbits of the Eight Principal Planets," in

the following words :

"The idea is thus suggested of the existence of a system of bodies in
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which the masses of the clifFerent bodies are fe'o adjusted to their mean dis-

tances as to insure to tlie system a greater degree of permanence than

would be possible hj any other distribution of masses. The mathematical

expression of a criterion for such distribution of masses has not yet been

fully developed ; and the pending illustrations have been introduced here,

more for the purpose of calling the attention of mathematicians and as-

tronomers to this interesting problem than for any certain light we have

yet been able to obtain in regard to its solution."

"When I began my investigation of the harmonies which illustrate the

laws of sethereal elasticity, the only published evidence of any connection

between planetarj' mass and distance was Alexander's approximate equal-

ity between the products of the masses of Jupiter and Saturn by the

squares of their respective major axes :

Jupiter to4t:8T9 X 5.2027982= .025833.

Saturn 35^1:^ X 9.5388522 = .025985.

Laplace, however, had indicated elements of stability in the sums of

various products, and had demonstrated the tendency of approximate syn-

chronisms to become exact ; Herschel had shown that "subsidence, and

the central aggregation consequent on subsidence, may go on quite as well

among a multitude of discrete bodies under the influence of mutual attrac-

tion and feeble or partialh^ opposing projectile motions, as among the par-

ticles of a gaseous fluid" ;
* various physical investigations, based upon

propositions in Newton's Principia, had indicated the fact that all persist-

ent oscillations or cyclical motions in elastic media, must be subject to har-

monic laws.

In studying Herschel's statements of the nebular hypothesis, it soon be-

came evident that Sun, at the principal centre of nucleation, Earth, at

the centre of the belt of greatest condensation, and Jupiter, at the centre

of the primitive nebula, had some important commonrelations which had

exerted a controlling influence over the other cosmical masses. The four

following are specially noteworthy.

qt\
1. The "nascentvelocity " of Sun, g- , is equivalent to the velocity of ligM.

2. The nascent velocities of Earth and Jupiter are nearly equal.

3. Earth's nascent velocity is about 3 per cent, less, while Jupiter's ap-

pears to be slightly greater, than the limit of possible circular- orbital

velocity, Vgr at Sun's surface.

4. The aggregate orbital vis viva of Earth, vv-^, and Jupiter, vv-^, is a
3

simple function of mean distance from Sun, d, and orbital time, d'^.

{^\
' = A?_0?I5^\ '

=rz 61.T436 = 1 + 60.7436 = vi\ + vn-^ (1)

*Outlines &f Astronomy, Sect. 871.

t< being time of solar rotatiou, and g being the acceleration of superficial

gravitation.
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- In the above equation, and elsewhere in the present note, Earth's mass
and semi-axis major are taken as the units of mass and distance.

In studying the results of nebular "subsidence," let a represent the

locus of incipient belt-subsidence or secular aphelion
; y9, the locus of mean

belt subsidence or mean aphelion
; y, the semi-axis major ; ^, the mean

locus of belt-rupture or mean perihelion ; z, the locus of incipient belt-

rupture or secular perihelion ; subscript 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Sun and the

principal planets in their order, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, Neptune ; m, mass.

TO„ : TOj : : £5 : s„ : : 1047.879 : 1 (2)

According to Stockwell (op. cit. p. 38), £5 = .9391726 ^-5. Therefore

y^ —1047.879 £„ -- (5.202798 X -9391726) = 214.4513 £„ and ^5 =
1115.74 £(,. Mass being represented by the product of mean orbital ms, viva

by mean distance, we find, from (1) and (2),

mo : ?W5 : : 1 X 1 : 60.7436 X 5.202798 : : 1 : 316.0366 (3)

m„ -.m^:: (316.0366 X 1047.879 = 331668) : 1 (4)

Earth's chief companion planet, Venus, shows the influence of incipient

subsidence-aggregation.

m^ : m^ : : Y^ : 0-2 : 1 .77442 (5)

m„ : m, : : (331668 -h- .77442 = 427630) : 1 (6)

Jupiter's chief companion planet, Saturn, shows the combined influence

of modified belt-rupture and secular stability.

^5 : ^6 : : p^y^ : [i-^y-^ : : 9.077645 X 9.538852 : 4.978245 X
5.202798 : : 3.3432 :

1

(7)

m„ : TOe : : (3.3432 X 1047.879 = 3503.22) : 1 (8)

The outer planet of the dense belt. Mars, shows the influence of modi-

fied subsidence at the centre of nebular planetary inertia (Saturn), com-

bined with that of incipient subsidence at the centre of the belt (Earth).

m^ : m^ : : j3e : as : 10 : 1.0677352 : : 9.3657 : 1 (9)

TO„ : ^4 : : (9.3657 X 331668 = 3101613) : 1 (10)

The two outer planets of the system show the combined influence of

nodes of subsidence, rupture, and condensation.

m, -.m,:: (ds —a,)ys : (d, -f a,)ys : : (29.73335 - 1.06774) X
30.03386 : (29.73235 + 20.679233) : : 17.0776 : 1 (11)

m^:ms: : (331668 -^ 17.0776 =: 19392) : 1 (12)

m^ : TO3 : : (;?, —£3) y^ : (/?, 4- S,) y^ : : (20.04418 —.93226) X
19.18358 : (20.04418 + 4.97824) : : 14.6523 : 1 (13)

m„ : TO, : : (331668 ^ 14.6523 = 22602) : 1 (14)
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The accordance between the nodal and the computed values is shown in

the following table :
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inversely as radius-vector, (d -r- P). Equating these two expressions for

centrifugal energy, at the centre of condensation, we get

i^oc- . (16)

SCCpioc^ (17)

f <x p^ oc (Jis
(18)

The limit of circular-orbital time, 2^ A/— , for Earth, is U = 5073.6
g

seconds, Earth's orbital time being
^i

= 1 year = 31558149 seconds. If

these times were fixed by the above relations of "subsidence" we should

have

31558149^ : 5073.62 : : d^^^ : oV (19)

o\ = 3.8341 d, (20)

- p. • po-- oV •• C : • 316.0944 : 1 (21)

Earth's present density, as deduced from the combined influences of sub-

sidence, linear oscillation, conical oscillation and orbital Aelocity, (Notes

5, 23), is 3.9231 S^, as is shown by the following calculations :

w„ =: (2 X 3 X 4)* m^ = 331776 m^ (22)

p^ —(m„ -^ mg)^ X (^1 -^ tji X r.^ = 92,785,700 miles. (23)

^^ = ^3 H- 214.4472* —432673.8 miles. (24)

(% : ^0 : : mj -V- r./ : m„ ~ p^^ : : 3.9231 : 1 -^

or, from (20), (21) and (22), 8^ : d^ : : 216.0944=» : 214.44723 I

: : 3.9231 : 3.8341 '

j

ds:8,: 3.9231 : 1 J

In (21) the radius of early lunar-telluric subsidence, p^, includes :

—

a. Moon's orbital radius of incipient subsidence, or locus of apogee, .5824 p^;

/5. Earth's semi-axis major, 214.4473 P„, (24) ; and /. The semi-axis

major of the centre of gravity of Sun and Jupiter, 1.0647 p^.

a. According to Von Littrow, Moon's locus of apogee = 1,054908 X
60.2776 X 3962.8 == 251,985 miles = .5834 p„, (34).

y. According to Stockwell, (Smithsonian Contrib., 333, p. 38), Jupiter's

maximum eccentricity is .0608374. This gives, for the semi-axis major of

the chief centre of gravity of the solar system, (Note 113), p„ -4- .9391836

= 1.064767 p„.

The influence of nascent vis viva, at the centre of the belt of greatest

condensation, is further shown by the relations which are maintained, with

close approximation, between Earth and its adjacent planets.

Nascent velocity at Laplace's limit, and consequent orbital vis viva, is

* See Note 113.
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- times as great as velocity of rotation at the same limit. This leaves r:
—

1 units of Earth's subsident rotating velocity to he converted into orbital

vis viva. Taking Earth's mass and semi-axis major as the units of mass

and distance, the foregoing relative theoretical values of nodal mass yield

the following comparative results :

—

Orbital Vis Viva = Mass h- Rad. Vect. • Theoretical Vis Viva.

Earth 1

Venus (331668-^ 427630)

1 =1.
j

1.

.72333 = 1.0723 (;r —l)-- 2 = 1.0708

Mars (331668 -^ 3101613) -- 1.52369 = .0702 (tt —3j -- 2 =r .0708

2.1425' TT —

1

2,1416 J

(26)

The influences of vis viva which are represented by the two outer plan-

ets, (11) (13), are somewhat more intricate, but no less interesting than

those of their companions. Orbital velocity, in the path of any given

planet, varies inversely as radius vector, following the same law as varia-

tions of rotating velocity in an expanding or contracting nebula, and as

variations of orbital vis viva in revolving particles at diflFerent distances

from a controlling centre. Hence there are tendencies to maximum and

mean accelerations and retardations at secular and mean apsides, which

are shown in the amounts of nodal planetary aggregation that are required

to maintain the cyclical equilibrium of orbital vis viva. The ratio of ISTep-

tune's vis viva to the mass at the chief centre of condensation. Earth, is

determined by cardinal nodes of Neptune, Uranus and Earth ; the like

ratio of the vis viva of Uranus, by cardinal nodes of Uranus, Jupiter and

Eailh. Earth's nodes are those of incipient subsidence and rupture at the

centre of density, secular aphelion and perihelion ; the node of Uranus

"which is influential upon Neptune is that of incipient subsidence ; the

three other nodes are of mean subsidence or rupture. Earth's secular

aphelion has modified the aphelion i3lanet, Avhile its secular perihelion

has modified the perihelion planet of the outer two-planet belt.

Atomic phyllotaxy, times and acquii'ed velocities of subsidence, orbital

velocities resulting from subsident vis viva, and the relations of density

to distance from a controlling centre in an elastic medium, are all illus-

trated by the exact equality, (21) (23) :—

(t, -^ t,y'^ = P.-^Po (27)

The order of importance of the equilibrating manifestations of cosmical

vis viva in the solar system, seems to be the following :

—

1. The relation of Sun's mass to mass at principal centre of density.

Earth, which satisfies necessary tendencies to subsidence, oscillation, and

orbital revolution (22).

2. The combined orbital vis viva at the chief centre of densitj^ and at the

centre of primitive nebulosity (1).

3. The incipient tendency to rupture, between the chief centres of nucle-

ation and of nebulosity. Sun and Jupiter (2).
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4. The relations of ms viva between the chief centres of density and of

nebulosity, Earth and Jupiter (3j.

5. The relations between mean tendencies to belt-rupture and to secular

stability, between the chief centres of nebulosity and of planetary inertia,

Jupiter and Saturn, in the chief belt of planetary aggregation (7).

6. The tendency of incipient subsidence towards the chief centre of

nucleation, and of incipient rupture from the chief centre of density,

Venus, Sun and Earth (5).

7. The tendency of incipient subsidence at the chief centre of density,

together with mean tendencies of subsidence at the chief centre of planet-

ary inertia, Earth, Saturn and Mars (9).

8. The combination of incipient tendencies of subsidence at the chief

centre of density and at the inner margin of the outer planetary belt, with

mean rupturing tendencies at the outer margin of the outer belt (11).

9. The combination of incipient tendencies of rupture at the chief centre

of dcn.sity, with mean rupturing tendencies at the chief centre of

nebulosity and mean subsidence at the inner margin of the outer belt (13).

Mercury, with its greM orbital eccentricity, the asteroids, comets and

meteors, doubtless serve to complete the exact adjustment which the sta-

bility of the system requires.

157. Relations of Fraunhofer Lines to Density and Vis Viva.

Astronomers do not waste their time in inquiring whether planetary

motions are in accordance with the laws of gravitation, neither need

physicists ask whether cyclical undulations are harmonic. Knowing that

they must be so, the wiser way is to question nature in order to find what

the harmonies are. The simplest harmonies are those which are based

on multiples of 2 or 3. If we take X = 392.78 as a unit, we find the fol-

lowing approximation of wave-lengths, as measured by Gibbs, to harmonic

values :

Harmonic. Observed.

11 =r 687.37 B 686.71

f ;. == 654.63 C 656.21

j;. =589.17 Di 589.51

1^ =523.71 E 536.87

a;, =490.97 F '486.07

A/ 3; = 392.78 H., 393.30

The probable error, in each instance, is one-fourth of the harmonic di-

visor, in accordance with Schuster's proposed test. The greatest discrep-

ancy, F, is only \ of the probable error, or only ^ as great as we might

look for without invalidating the evidence of harmonic influence. Such

accordance is surely satisfactory enough to encourage further examination.

If we take I = 2? /"- ^s a unit, so as to provide for the requirements of

centripetal, linear and conical oscillation, (2 X 3x4; see Notes 5, 23,

156), we find the following approximations :

—

Error.
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04

04

44

34

13

15

11

48

04

38

04

09

00

Harmon re. Observed. Error.

A^760.38 . A 760.40 —.02

a 718.51 a 718.47 +.04

^ 686.67 B 686.71

656.25 C 656.21

589. 9\> Di 589.51

588.57 D., 588.91

536.74 E 526.87

518.16 . bi 518.31

517.33 b., 517.23

516.31 b4 516.69

486.11 F 486.07

431.11 G 430.73

410.16 h 410.13

396.73 Hi 396.81

393.80 H., 393.30

In the harmonic column, (S^ = ^^ ^^^ ; ft^, e and ^i, are obtained by mul-

tiplying ;^2 by f J, II and ?,, respectively
; f = | «, and /Sj = f C ; ^ = f r

and w = If yj ; 8.^ = ^ 13. All the differences between the harmonic and the

observed values are unquestionably within the limits of probable errors

of observation, as indicated by the different relative estimates of lines in

metallic spectra by different observers.

The influence of relative vis viva between the chief centres of density

and of nucleation, Earth and Sun, is shown both by the spectrum and by

the mean rupturing loci of the principal planetary masses, Jupiter and

Saturn. Such influence is a necessary consequence of the equality of ac-

tion and reaction in the interchanges of ajthereal, molecular and cosmical

vis viva. The sum, or the mean of all the gravitating accelerations upon

i the sethereal particles in a radius vector by each of two mutually attracting

, bodies, is proportioned to their respective masses, g cc m. The resulting

mean vis viva of subsidence, mg'', is proportioned to the cubes of the masses.

Nascent vis viva is t:'^ X orbital vis vioa, or 77^ x representative orbital pro-

jection against uniform ajthereal resistance, or 3 ;r X the corresponding

nascent projection. If we take the theoretical oscillatory ratio between

the masses at the chief centres of density and nucleation, m^ = 331776 m-^;

= 93785700 miles = 149330000000 metres. Hence the proportions :

149320000000 : 331776^ : : ^^ : .00000000041432

149320000000 : 331776^ : : 2 r : .00000000065073

Both of these values represent spectral wave-lengths, one being about

one per cent, greater than h, the other about f of one per cent less than C.

The ratio between the values, ^, is to the ratio of C to h, f, as Sun's semi-

diameter, 1, is to the mean rupturing radius-vector of the centre of gravity

of Sun and Jupiter, 1.01859. The projectile ratioof 414.32 fromh, .01014,

is to the projectile raiio of C from 650.73, .00848, as Jupiter's mean projec-

tion from Sun, 5.303, is to Saturn's mean projection from Jupiter, 4.336,

within h of one cent.

p3


